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ABSTRACT

Modern aircraft design allows for short turnaround times by removing tl;c failed

component and installing an operational one. The defective component is then either

repaired in the squadron or turned in to supply which then sends the defective compo-

nent to an Intermediate Maintenance Activity (IMA) for repair. I lie aircraft is unable

to be turned around for another flight if supply is out of stock of that component with-

out resorting to additional maintenance measures. This is when aircraft readiness expe-
riences a measurable deterioration due to supply not having the part on hand. Aircraft

readiness, as defined in this thesis, is the ability of a specific F, A- 18 to perform all of its

missions. A simulation model which measures the time that an aircraft is not ready

(downtime) was developed to relate the turnaround time at the IMA and the quantity

of spare parts maintained by the supply system to this lack of readiness. 1Ihe i 'cl

developed showed that a decrease in the turnaround time of a part at the I IA, the in-

crease in quantity of spare parts maintained by the supply system cause a nonlincar re-
duction in aircraft read;ness. This niodel could be used to aid decision makers in

dcternlining the effect changes in spare parts quantities and IMA turnaround times

could have on aircraft readiness.

c' 
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. OVERVIEW

Readiness is the ability of a system to respond to external factors and is measured

by the length of time it takes to make that response. Readiness is one of thc pillas to-

day s Na-% is built on. This study was done to determine some of the factors that affect

the readiness in aircraft.

Readiness is a design characteristic built into the Navy's aircraft. This is achieved
primarily by allowing malfunctioning systems to be easily identified, removed and re-

placed. This concept works so well that sometimes this entire process can be accom-

plished just minutes prior to an aircraft taking off. A critical factor allowing this high

state of readiness to be a reality is having the part when it is needed. Ihe Navys ap-

proach is to store the spare parts and to repair the failed parts as close to the liht line

as possible. Navy policy determines the composition of spare parts carried as well as the

capability to repair those parts.

The Navy spends considerable time and money dealinE with the issue of stocking

spare parts. The Aviation Supply Office (ASO) is responsible for implementing the part

support policy for the aviation conmmunity. It determines which and how many spare

parts will be ,xrri,:d. Budgetary and shipboard space limitations dictate an upper bound

on the parts providcd. ASO works closely with the flect in balancirng the denand for

spare parts with these lihnitations.

There are two basic questions ASO answers in determining what t\pe 01 parts sup-
port will be provided to a system. First, what types of spare parts are needed to keep this

system functional' Tie variety of parts carried to support a system determines the stock

range. Second. how many of these spares should be carried? The quantity of a part

carried to support a system determines the stock depth.

The Aviation Consolidated Allowance List (AVCAJ.) was developed by ASO to

meet the demand in both range and depth for spare parts required by a ship or Marine

Air Group. Deternining the AV(AI. is a complicated process involving projecting e\-

pected flight hours, and forecasting demand based on past experiences. Consumables

(failed components that are discarded) arc stocked to a quantity sufficient to satisfy 85' o

of all units requested in a 90-day period. The requests are based on a Poisson distrib-

ution. Repairables are stocked to a quantity sufficient to provide 90" o protection'i



against being at least one unit short. The demand is based on the Poisson distiibution

with the Raw Pool Quantity (RPQ) being used as the average. lhe RPQ is the numlbcr

of items expected to be under repair at any given time. For a more detailed explalation

of AVCAL allowance procedures see IRef. 1: pp. 17-261.

The Shore Consolidated Allowance List (SIFORCAL) is sinilar to the AVCAL but

is used in computing the range and depth for spare parts for Marine Corps Air anid

Naval Air Stations. 'The main difference is, AVCAL is based on a 90 day cycle while

SHORCAL is based on a 3(0 day cycle when allowances are computed.

Both of these systems are designed to meet most of the demand for parts. Being

stocked to meet 100%, of the demand would be cost prohibitive. A shortcoming of de-

termining parts allowances using the ASO method is its lack of sensitivity to being out

of' stock. ASO looks at the probability of' being oot of stock not the expected number

of units short. Being out of a part for one day carries the same weight as being out of

that part for three days. From the viewpoint of aircraft readiness this difference is si2-

n iicant.

Another aspect of the problem is the lack of a standard by which to measure an

aircraft's rcadiness. Several programs in use include the Unit Status and Identity Report

(UNIfREP . Full .Mlission Capable percents (FY IC) and Subsystem Capability and Inm-

pact Rcporting SCI R). The impact of a part not being available on any of these meas-

ures has been stUdiCe by various organizations in the last h'cw years. RAND corperaticl

developed a large scale model which looks at wartime resupply called 'Ilhe

Dyna-NI LTRIC Readiness Assessmcnt Model. lhe Center for Naval Analysis has ts o

nodels they developed called MIME and the Aviation Logistics Model. All of these

models are used primarily as research tools and are not used by ASO in deterl.inine a

stocking policy.

B. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The objectives of this thesis are:

" Determine the major contributors toward,. aircraft readiness within the scope of
this thesis.

" Develop a model that predicts the impact of aircraft readiness within the scope of
this thesis.

" Perform a sensitivity analysis on the major contributors to determine the weight
each has on aircraft readiness.

- mmllml mmm mm mm m mm mm mm m m immm2



The objectives listed above are very broad and comlplex inI nature. 'I here are manx

Ifactors that determine aircraft readiness. Therefore, in order to do anl InI depth study

within the constraints of thils thesis, thle scope was very specific. Supnply stck n ecl

and IM:\ repair capability were the only factors considered in this STu'l1V of' air-craft

readiness. The reader is cautioned not to generalize results beyonld the scope inl which

these objeetives were looked at.

InI order to solve a problem which spans across or(eanizational level maintenanlce.

supply and Intermediate level maintenance one componient at one location was selected.

The CN 1561 ASN I 10 inertial navication systemn (IN\S) for the 17 A- IS was selected as

the component to be studied for sevecral reasons, It has been identilied to be a top

readiness dearader for the F A\-IS and it is supported by a dedicated test bechII. The

"*'S-3S46 AS NI-60S Inertial Mleasurement Unit l1est Set (I M["TS )at the lIntermedialte

MalitenanIce Acti\ it\ MNA wats des'piied to repair only the INS1T1's had thec advai.-

ta Les ofr no conipett zon" 01 b\ oth!Ier sstems ne edi no repai r. S trik-e Figh lte r Sq u,,J1ro:'; 12

(VFA- 125) zit Naval ;\ir Station L-emoore was selected since it is tile lareest squadi on

anu' larcLest demander ofANI t t Lemecore. '1 his is due to VF-A-1I2,s sposblt

f'or tralinlin all \v-s coast Nav% anld N anne Corps Y A-i8 plots bef'ore they report-* to

thlei,: oper-,tionJ qudrns

Inl meeting1, th)e thesis objectives staited carhier all of the analysis were- donec onl datal

based on the ASN 10 OFackh s- stcni onl an aircra ft has its Own unique chiaracteristics in

pa'rts sup-port anid ma111101 Tnc'ae tPO hiS \\Ii becortie more eliudent Ia tci a1s t i~

chaacerstc)or tisl ;. >1C)II areC I~susJ n r this' reason1 conclu sions, real ihcd coli-

cernimn this, sytma&otil in-",l o ot ncr disinia vstcms.

C. P RELVI E N

Chapter 11 x',il ic V I A\-125 s mainteianmc practices \kitli rarsto thle

A SN 1 I0. tile supply policies .'! meetIn e thle demald and thle I NI .\'s mlaintenan c prac-

tices inl repalirig the A SNI'S)) A method foQr k'Ida tiix inc_ aircraft readiness; will 1be di -

cussed. This will be used as a measure of'efIctveneCss (NI OF) b% whiL thle impaIct of'

being out of-stock canl bec quantified.

Chapter Ill1Nwill cover the data base for this thecsis. WVhere the data oilinated. howx

it was collected and soic of i~s inIconISl*tecICies Wvill be diSetISSed. 'I his includes data 1Iron1

VFA- 125, suIpply, thle INMA, the Naval Aviatioi L.ogistics D)ata Aniaixsis (NA1 DAl);

systeml and the A nalytical NI aintenlance Program Anal' is Su~pport System (A NIPIAS)

Costing data obtained fo)r the parts from time ASO will also be disetissed.

3



Chapter IV will address the first two objectives of this thesis and present the modct,

formulation. The assumptions made will be clarificd as well as their impact on the modcl.

A computer simulation will be developed to model the reality implied by the d&ta.

Chapter V vill address the lat thesis objective. A sensitivity analysis of tile toni-

puter simulation will explore the impact of varying the variables used in the niodel. The

cost of the feasible options discovered in the sensitivity analysis will also be discussed.

Chapter VI presents a recapitulation of the thesis research as well as the conclusions

suggested hw the simulation model. Finally, reconmiendations will be made based on the

conclusions on how aircraft readiness can be improved within the scope covered b\ this

thesis.



11. PERSPECTIVE

A. MIAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION
There is no widely accepted definition of aircraft readiness in the Navy. A

squadron's readiness is not necessarily equal to the sumn of the readiness cot each aircraft.

A fully ready squadron may not need all of its aircraft to conduct one or two mnissions.

1 lowever. this thesis will focus onl the readiness of each aircraft. The AS\ 130 Inritial

Navigcation Unit simplifies the study of an aircrafts readiness. If the ASN 130 iK Wunc

tioning the aircraft is read,, assumning it is not down because of somne other dcfective

component. This means that the aircraft is 100% ready, Full Mission Capable (IFMC).

if the AS\ 130 is functioning and W~o ready. Not Mission Capable (NMC) if the ASN I 3(

is not functioning. Other sy stemns mnake this analogy more dillicult bcause, even if SU~h

a svstciii is downr. the airc raft niav be able to complete sonme ofits ison.This aircru!

xould be Partial Mission Capable IPMIC) OPINVINST 5442.4K IRef. 2] contains, a

Mission Lssenitial Suh,.svsteins MIatrix which determiines mission capability for each v," -

A malfuniing :\SW O is most liely to be discovered by the pilot during pre-

Eight dcLeks. If the Iliht is imtant the sq uadion miay decide to remiove a worktl C

ASN I 3i) from anc::icr aircraft aInd install it On the airc:raft gettinge ready to iau1,LhI. It

w: e s a bout lb e miutes to renic an AS NIA3 and it can be insa in an aircaft Atli

poa er on and tile pNot sAtmn in the Cockpit. This procedur is known a,

caiinha.:iaIo .I is a lIeq ucntlv used practice whitcli allows expeditious access to a pa It

\\lihwould othe rwose take much Longcer to get thiroughl the supply system [lie niI

disadI anta, cc of ci inibali'ation is that it takes twce as niany maintenance actions to

accomp111ish1 tile sameI job.

TaO- policy is that all miainteniance conducted on aircraft will be documented. Inl the

casc of caiinibalization. the maintenance technician will reniov the delftive part aW

write up a discrepancy on a Visual Information Display Systenm Mainitenance ;\ctiOil

1:orr.. VI DS MA; I). A copy of this fornm is shown as Figure I.

If the flight is not at iie II pri ority flight or the decision is mnade not to cannbalme

another aircraft the pilot shuts down his aircaft and returns to the squadron's mnailite-

nanicc control and o rites up a discrpancy ail a VIS 1)5NI\F The \IDS) Nl\F' serves

as a comncairig Wimk betwee the defecive comiponent and all maintenance and lodisuL

5
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actions that o-cur to that component until it is fixed or determined to be Beyond the

Capability of Maintenance (BCM).

Maintenance Control assigns a Job Control Number 0CN) to the ,'lI)S MAF and

sends it to the proper repair shop. Each repair shop is capable of conducting nuintc-

nance on specific Work Unit Codes (W'r. The \VUC is used to relate maienarce

actions to a specific system. The WUC for the ASNl30 is 73M1S00.

The squadron maintenance technician takes the defective component to a test bench

to verilY that the ASN 130 is not functioning properly. This check takes approximately

15 minutes. Once the malfunction has been verified a request is sent to supply for a

functioning ASNI 30 and the defective ASNI 30, now called a carcass, is turned in to the

supply system. The complexity of the ASN130 prevents any repairs from being made

by the squadron's mechanics. Most other systems allow many ofilhe repairs to occur

at the squadron's level of maintenance (0 level maintenance).

The ASN130 is a component with a fih failure rate and a high interest level be-

cause of its criticaliit., [or this reason, the air station supply department has a rotatabic

pool wvhich tracks items like this. The rotatable pool is a backup inventory oifparts the

air station keeps in a warehouse. The Petty Olficer who runs the rotatable Pool receics

a request over teletypc within miinutcs of the time the squadron sends the request. Iflhe

has the part in stock he will send a truck to the squadron to deliver a fumictiomiing

ASNI30 and pick up the squadron's carcass. The Uniform Military Movement Issue

Priority Systei (I UN INI I PS) time standard is to fill all requests within one hour if the

part is in stock. Ifafter one hour Lhe squadron has not received a new ASN I 30 the date

and time are noted by the squadron's work center responsible for replacing the ASN 10.

When supply finally deliver, an AS\ 130 the date and time are again noted by the same

work center. The dilference in these dates and times is recorded as Subsystem CalpabilitV

Impact Reporting (SCI R) supply hours. SCI R supply hours are hours during which the

aircraft is not FNIC due to waiting on parts from supply. SCIR hours can also accu-

mulate if the aircraft is not FMC due to maintenance personnel not being able to fix the

discrepancy. provided the part is available. These are SCIR maintenance hours. SCIR

hours are rcU, ded for each aircralt for each month. ' hese hours are also recorded for

each Work Unit Code.

Sometimes the carcass is not turned in to supply the same day the failure occurs. A

failure may occur during the weekend when the rotatable pool is closed. A failure may



occur when the aircraft is on a training exercise away from Lemoore. There are numer-

ous other reasons to explain this occurrence that will not be discussed here.

Once supply has custody of the carcass they immediately turn it in to the IMA for
repair. At Lemoore the rotatable pool is located in the same building as the work center

which repairs the ASN130. Work center 62F is available to repair the ASN130 seven

days a week.

At the work center the ASNI30 is first connected to one of the two IMUTS test

benches. A four-hour diagnostic check isolates one of 13 subcomponents as defective.

These subcomponents are called SRAs (System Repairable Assemblies). There are two

basic types of repairs that are usually needed. If the ASN 130 is operating improperly due
to an incorrect signal a simple adjustment may correct the discrepancy. This is the case

about 65o of the time, If the ASN130 is operating improperly due to a malfunctioning

SRA a new SR.% is ordered from supply to replace the defective one. In either case.

following repair the ASN 130 is put back on the bcnch and retested to ensure proper

operation before it is returned to supply in a Ready For Issue (RFI) status.

Approximately 30' of the time work cenIer 62F will be unable to repair the ASN130.

In this case the entire unit (called a WRA for Weapons Repairable Assembly) will be

sen to another maintenance facility with greater capability. This is the depot level of

repair. The WI- is overhauled completely at the depot. As a consequence, the time and

colt for this level of repair is much more than that of the IMA.

If tic ASN13(1 requires a part (SR.,\) during repair at the 62F workcentcr a request

is made to the supply department for that part. Nothing is done to the ASN 130 until the

SRA is received b\ the work center. This time is documented as time awaiting parts

(A\WP) by woik center 62F. The processing of the defective SRA follows one of two

courses of action. It may be sent to another work center to be repaired. This requires

special equipment and technicians capable of isolating and repairing circuits on the

SR.. Benches such as the AN USM-4S4 Hybrid Test Set (ItTS) or the AN USM-470

Avionic Test System (ATS) are designed to meet this requirement. Alternatively, a de-

fectixe SRA may be automatically BCM'd to the depot if the IMA does not have the

capability to repair it. This is the case for the Platform Assembly, which is the SR..\

which fails with the greatest frequency. To reduce the AWP time the supply department

carries more of the Platform Assemblies in stock.

There are several other factors that may affect the repair capabihty of an IMA that

will not be important in the analy ..is in this thesis but need addressing. An I MA provides



maintenance support for an airwing if deployed abo.ird an aircraft carrier or for a

geographic region if established at a naval air station. This support can often impose
such burdens on an IMA that it may be manpower limited or test bench limitcd.

Manpower liitations were not a problem during this thesis effort since two of the
squdrons had been deployed reducing the number of ASN130s that failed. The test
bench was also not a problem. The IM.IVTS is ddircwed s,,lel" to the repair of the INS.

Other test benches such as the IITS, Ars and the AN USM-247 Versatile Avionics

Shop Tester (VAST) can repair many components off of many aircraft. This mulzipur-

pose design reduces the number of test benches an air wing would require to support it.

This is important on aircraft carriers where space is a premium. But this design feature

comes with a price. A test bench can test only one or two components at a time. Each

test can take up to ten hours. Additionally, the bench must be physically reconfigured

to properly interface with each of a wide range of electronic components. This interface

must then be tested, a process that can take another cight hours. For this reason. afier

a bench is configured for a specific component a large hatch should be tested. Fortu-

nately, this factor did not have to be considered for the ASN 130.

B. MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS

The objective of this thesis is to find supply and IMA related factors which havc an
impact on aircraft readiness. A measure of eflL.ctjveness (MOE) had to be carefJJjlv

chosen. The MOE chosen has to reflect a degradation in an aircraft's readiness as wcll

as relate this degradation to actions by the supply departmcnt and the IMA. SCIR

supply hours was chosen as the MOE. As discussed earlier it is the number of hours the

aircraft cannot conduct its mission because supply does not have the part on hand when

there is a demand for it. For the remainder of this thesis SCI R supply hours will be re-

ferred to as merely SCIR hours even though actual SCIP, hours include SCIR mainte-

nance hours as well.

There are several parameters which provide inputs into SCIR hours. First there is

the demand for spare parts. This demand is a consequence of random failures of some
s- stem on the aircraft. Another obvious parameter is the level of stock maintained by

the supply department for each part. I ligher stock levels should cause lower SCI R hours,

everything else remaining constant. A not so obvious parameter is the Turnaround Tinie

(TAT) of the IMA. Ihe TAT is the time between discovery ora component's failure and
its return to an RFI status or the conclusion that it should be BCM d. The TAT is the

sum of several other times. These are:
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1. Processing Time (PRO), the time between the date the .JCN was assigned and the
componcnt as turned in to the Aeronautical Matcrial Screening Unit (ANISt i.
The AMSU is responsible for routing the failed component to the correct work
center for repair.

2. Scheduling Time (SCH). the time between receipt of the component by A.MS and
induction into a work center for repair.

3. Repair Time (REP), the time between induction into a work center of a component
and completion of a RFI BCM action, less any awaiting parts time.

4. Awaiting Parts Time (AWP), the time a component can not be worked on while
waiting for parts. ' his occurs between its induction into the work center and com-
pletion of a RFI BCM action.

See [Ref. 3: p. 7-S2] for greater detail.
PRO and SCH times are a function of management and policy. REP time is a

function of manpower, bench availability and the exact nature of the failure itself' As

stated earlier, manpower will not be a factor in tie analysis of the ASN 130. AWP time

is a function of stock levels of the SR,\s and other work center's capabilities to repair

those SRAs.

The availability of the work bench was determined by dividing the time the test

bench was up (Up,) by the total time the test bench was available (U, + Down,) to con-

duct repairs of the ASN130. The following formula was used in computing the test bench

availability.

,40= L Pr + Dow.,1  (2.1)

A standard was needed for bench availability to measure its effects on repair time. If the

test bench is significantly effecting repair time then it is a contributing factor to TAT

and possibly aircraft readiness. Later in this thesis, bench .-I, will be examined for its ef-

fect on REP time.

10



I11. DATA BASE

A. SQUADRON DATA

Data was collected on VFA-125 from two different sources. First, existing Mainte-

nance Data Reports (MDR) were collected monthly from the squadron. The format for

MDR reports can be found in [Ref. 31. The Maintenance Action by System and Com-

ponent Report (MDR-6) was used to collect data on WUC 73M1800 (the ASNI3o).

This report gave information on the failures of the ASN130. Specific information of in-

terest included the aircraft tail number (buno) the ASN130 was removed from, the JCN,

the repair date and the Action Taken (AT) code. The JCN is specific to each discrep-

ancv. The fi.st three characters identify the activity from which the discrepancy origi-

nated. The next three numbers indicate the Julian date the discrepancy was first noted.

This is assumed to be the removal date of the failed component. Usuall% maintenance

technicians are able to start work on a JCN within hours of its origin. The last three

numbers of the JCN are to ensure discrepancies from the same activity on the same day

are uniquely identified.

Two different SCIR repoits were studied next. The Monthly Equipment Mission
Capability Sunmary Report (SCIR-5-1) provided a breakdown of SCIR hours by VIC.

NMC hours due to supply for WUC 73.MI800 were obtained from this report. The

Monthly Mission and Maintenance Data Detail by Bureau Serial Report (SCIR-5-3,

provided the NMC SCIR supply hours for each aircraft, AT code and JCN. The precise

origin of SCI R hours could be obtained this way. This was important for the model de-

velopinent.

The reports discussed above were all produced at Lemoore from a computer data-

base which originated with the VIDS MAF. Copies of the VIDS MAF are sent to the

Navy Management Systems Support Office (NAVMASSO). NAVMASSO enters the

VIDS'MAF information in their computer database. The Naval Aviation Logistic Data

Analysis (NALDA) and the Analytical Maintenance Support System (AMPAS) are two

computerized systems designed to process the NAVMASSO data and provide this in-

formation to the fleet via remote terminals. Personnel assigned to the Connander.

Naval Air Force, Pacific Fleet have access to these terminals, and provided a computer

listing of all maintenance actions for WUC 73M 1800 at NAS Lemoore for an I S-month
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period. The NALDA system provided information similar to the MDR-6. 'Ihe AM PAS
system provided information sinilar to SCIR-5-1.

The squadrons MDR and SCIR reports were only available from March to No-
vember 1987. The NALDA and AMPAS data was available from June 19S6 to No-

vember 1987. Because of the uncertainty of deployment schedules, data prior to March
1987 was not used. The daily failures of ASN130s were constructed from the data cov-
ering March to October 1987. During these 245 days, 120 failures of the ASN130 oc-
curred at VFA-125. Appendix A lists the daily demand for ASNI30s from VFA-125.

Five months of data were analyzed to determine the precise origin of SCIR ,urs.
Most of the SCIR hours are associated with maintenance actions involving
cannibalizations. This was determined from the SCIR-5-3 report which related SCIR
hours to buno numbers and AT codes (such as cannibalization). This is not a surprising
result. Since cannibalization of parts normally occurs on aircraft that are down for an-

other reason it makes senqe to use parts from those aircraft. This reduces the impact
of not having the part in stock. The fact still remains that lack of that part at that time

still reduces the capability of that aircraft.
Table I shows a breakdown of the AT codes for each of the ASNI30 demands for

the five months described above. An AT code of R meant the ASN 130 was removed
and replaced from the aircraft. An AT code of T meant the ASN130 was cannibalized

from one aircraft and put on another aircraft.

Table 1. ORIGIN OF SCIR SUPPLY HOURS

Number Percent
AT code of T resulting in SCIR sup hrs 19 90. 5
AT code of R resulting in SCIR sup hrs 2 9.5

AT code of T not resulting in SCIR sup hrs 7 9.6
AT code of R not resulting in SCIR sup hrs 66 90.4

B. IMA DATA
Repair data was obtained about the IMA at Lemoore from the Repair Cycle Data

Report (MDR-9). Information used from this report included the JCN, Action Taken

code, Processing time, Scheduling time, Repair time, Awaiting Parts time, Total Turn-
around Time and Completion Date. Action Taken codes I through 9 at the l\IA were

12



used when the ASN130 was BCM'd. There are nine different reasons for an INMA to

BCNd a component.

All 120 ASNI30s that failed at VFA-125 from March to October were sent to the

IMA at Lemoore to be repaired. The TAT for li- of the ASNI30s appeared in the

MDR-9 as being repaired by work center 621. The other six ASN130s may have been

repaired by another work center. The TAT for those six ASNl30s could not be deter-

mined. The TAT was essential in reconstructing the day ASN130s were returned to the

rotatable pool where they were then available for reissue. The average TAT for ASN I 30s

for the month was used in estimating the six unknown TATs. Appendix A lists the TAT

for each failed ASN130. When estimated, the TAT appears in parenthesis,

The TATs for the 120 maintenance actions were divided into their various compo-

nents and sunnarized in Table 2. Total Days lists the total number of days associated

with each category. Number Process is the number ofASN130s that were proccsscd

throuch each catcuorv. Averace days is the avera ce turnaround time of each catezorv.

Percent of TAT is the average percent of the total turnaround time contributed by each

category. Many of the ASN1 30s spent more than one day in each category. S- 'ne of the

ASN130s spent only a few hours in a category for which zero days were reported on the

MDR-9.

When a sensitivity analysis is done later in this thesis on PRO, SCI I and AWIV time

it will be important to know the maximum reduction feasible in each of those cateecories.

There are a variety of reasons causingz an ASN 130 to mpond more than one day in any

category. Assuming that thosc ieasons could be resolved and that the maximum amount

uf time an ASN 130 would spend in any category is one day. the results listed under the

colunm Min Days would have been observed. Mim TAT is the TAT possible for ea-h

catecory if Total Days were reduced to Nin Davs. For example. AWP time might be

reduced from Total Days down to Mm Days (best case) by having more SRAs in stock.

Table 2 shows that the most promising reductions in total TAT will occur by reducing

PRO and AWP time. This information will be used later in the thesis.

A sensitivity analysis will not be done on RLEI time since the assumption was made

that man hours are not a liniting factor in the repair process. For that reason a not

applicable (N; A) will appear for repair time under some columns.

The technical representative for the IMUTS test bench provided a list of dates and

times when either bench was down. At no time during the period of this analysis were

both test benches down at the same time. Appendix B lists the A. for the two I NII il S



Tahle 2. COMPOSITION OF TAT

Total Number Average Percent Min Min
Days Process Days of TAT Days TAT

PRO time 194 114 1.7 38.8 79 3.4
SCH time 30 114 0.3 6.0 26 4.3
AWP time 128 36 3.6 25.6 36 3.6
REP time 148 114 1.3 29.6 N/A N/A
Total 500 114 4.4 100.0 N/A N/A

test benches. During May and September larger-than-average down times occurred due

to a failure of a component on the test bench which took a week to receive the replacc-

ment part for.

Supply data was obtained from Lemoore's Supply Department and ASO. Conipo-

nent purchase price, BCM cost and pool allowance levels can be found in Appendix C.

Daily stock levels for specific WUCs would have been helpful in the model validation

but that information was not available. The estimated stock level that appears in Ap-

pendix A will be discussed in the next chapter.
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IV. MODEL FORMULATION

A. INTRODUCTION

The squadron, INIA and supply system all have possible inputs that may effect
SCIR hours. The demand rate for ASN130's is determined by the squadron. The demand
rate could be a function of a wide variety of factors such as flight hours and sorties. A

Masters Thesis by Steven Phillips concluded that there was a high correlation between
flight hours and sorties on failure rates [Ref. 4].

Cannibalizations also seemed to be a likely candidate for impacting SCIR hours.
Cannibalization. as discussed in Chapter 2, is the process of removing a part from a

lower priority aircraft to use on a higher priority aircraft when a part is not readily
available from supply. The first model used cannibalization actions as a variable. A hiiel

correlation between the number of cannibalizations and SCI R hours occurred. TIhis was
expected since 90.5"o of all VI DS MAFs due to canibalizations resulted in SCI R hours
as shown in Table . A closer look at the problem indicated cannibalizations were not
a cause of SCIR hours. The SCIR hours were caused by the supply repair systen, not

being able to provide the part when demanded caused SCIR hours. This same lack of

spare parts also causes cannibalizations. Iii order to reduce the impact of not havM2 an
ASN 1S( available from supply., lainterance would frequendy remiove an ,-\SNI3M ftoin
an aircraft which would not be flown in the near future to use on another aircraft. 1 hc
number of SCI R hours duc to the lack of an ASN 110 would not change but the aircraft

associated with those SCIR hours would be the lower prioritx aircraft. Since
cannibalizations were not a causal factor of SCIR hours, the number ofcanribaiiiaticn

was not used as a variable in later models.

The IMA has several factors which may elfect SCI R hours. The IMA has an inllu-
ence over the TAT and the BCM rate of the ASN130. Although TAT is influenced by

all of its subcomponents. it will be treated as a single variable. The sensitivity of TAT
to the component times will be examined in the next chapter.

One of those subcomponents, repair time. may be influenced by the a\ailabilitv of
the IM UTS test bench. The impact of IM UTS A. on repair time is unknown however.
IMUTS A. was very high most of the time while the repair time varied. A plot of

IN1. U1 S A. and repair time is shown in Figure 2. No trend is obvious from this figure
so the availability of the INI LIS test bench wvilI not be used in the model.
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Figure 2. Repair Time is IMUTS Availabili for NVUC 73N 1800

The IY IA has some control over the BCM rate. If an ASN130 is BCM Id. it is

shipped offstation. A replacement ASN130 is shipped back. On the average it takes an

additional 30 days after the ASN 130 was BCM Id to receive the replacement.

The stock level ofASNl30s and the stock range and depth of SR ,\s needed to repair

the ASNI 30s are maintained by the supply department. 1 he stock level of the ASNl 30

has a direct relationship with the probability of a demand being filled by a part from

stock. SRA stock levels influence the TAT by determining the AWVP time.

B. PRELIMINARY MODELS

Several approaches were taken in the search for a model which accurately described

what was occurring in reality. The model needed to be able to predict SCIR hours based
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on the factors contributing to stock shortages. A model would also have to be flexible

enough to show the impact of each of the variables on stock shortages.

A muitivariable linear regression was one approach. The known SCIR hours were

regressed against the demand rate, number of cannibalizations. the IMA's TAT and

BCM rate. The results of this regression gave the weight each variable had in relating

that variable linearlh with SCIR hours.

The R-squared value, also known as the correlation coefficient, is a number between

-1 and 1. A value of I implies that the variability of the X values can be explained 10V'.

by the Y values. This is another way of saying there is a I to I correlation. A hih

correlation was observed with demand rate and number of cannibalizations. A low cor-

relation was observed with the IMA's TAT and 13CM rate. This model did not appear

to relate the variables to SCIR hours with a high degree of accuracy. The R-squared

value of 0.S',3 was computed using Gralstat in the IBYI 3033 computer at the Naval

Posteraduate Sl! o;o. Cannibali/a: on carried the lichcst weight in th, reeresion.

\s explained at the beginning of this chapter SCIR hours werc togged againt

cannibalized aircraft 1.5 of the time. NVith a linear regression model this would resLlt

in a high correlation between the number of cannibalization and SCIR hours. llowe\ er

this correlation does not Imply a cause and eflcct relationship. In this model it has al-

ready been stated that canibaliiatiens do not cause SCI R hours but rather the lack ol"

spare pa-ts cause SCI R houis and m, otLiate cannibaliations.

I he disadvarntage of this app-roachi was, thiat it couid (n)I show the weights \ariable,

had but could not model h'ow these var1.ihlcs act uall contributed to S( I 1. hours. For

e\ample. SC[R hours were caused wiWIe t-Cre was riot enOcht StOcL to te', uxul.

There are reasons \vhv the stock level is not sufficicnt which this model did inot an'..vcr.

As a conseqjuence, the regession . model was abandoned.

A stochastic model was also coisidered. QucuCing theorx should be able to e'plai:

the periods where supply of .\SN\I30s was insufficient to meet demand. Modeling 011e

ASN130 in the system was not dilicult. A Markov transition matrix could be easilx

calculated which gave the probabilities of being in all possible states. A state is a sn p-

shot in time Ahich shows were the ASN 130 is located in the aircraft-supply-repair s\s-

term. I lowever. the purpose of this thesis is to model all of the aircraft and :\SNs in a

geographic location. The transition matrix becomes extemel\ large when all possible

states that might occur are included. The identification of all the states w ould take a xcry

long time. The queucing approach was not used for those reasons.



C. SCIR MODEL FORMULATION

The combination of uncertainty and the complex intcrdependcncies among variables

in the system combined with the nced for finely defined time intervals were too comli-

cated to handle with linear models or standard probabilistic models. This type of prob-

lcm is best approached by a simulation. A simulation builds ai, xperimental model of

a system, then varies specific alternatives which are exaluated in reference to how well

they fare in test runs of that model [Ref. 5: pp. 905-906j.

Tlhis section will introduce the formulation of the computer simulation model. The

next chapter will use the simulation model developed to predict an outcome. That out-

comc will be compared with the actual outcome in testing the simulation's validity.

Basically the simulation model will count the times when the demand for ASN I30s

exceeds what is available. SCIR time (in days) is the sum cf ail the daily shortaces of

ASN I30s. The deimands for ASNl3 Ss will be generated by the simulation fonI a known

probability distribLtion The supply of ASN13()s is determined bv the stock level iII th

warehouse plus the number of ASN I 30s repaired. The repair of ASN I 3s is generated

by the simulation of a Known probability distribution fitting the actual repair data.

SCIR time wilh result wkhcn the demand for ASN130Ls is greater than the number of

ASNI3Ms supply hasin stock. The number of.ASNI3Os that supply has on dan i iCleL41

to th1e quantity of ASN. (,Is reoain in stock from the day before (i-I) plus tlle qual-

t:tv of'..S NI 3u( the I. IA returns to tie pool on that day (i) fi;st thing in the nm1orni £

m:Inus the dCmand for ASNI3Os on da% i. f Cthe number of demands exceeds the number

ofASNlI3)s in stock on a givCn day, then the SCIR hours for that day aie assuincd to

be twentx-fbur for each demand woicl cannot be filled. Suppose that over a f:'d ,"

three da.s. demand excceds suppl. by two ASN I3 is on day I, supply exceeds dICanrd

on day 2 and demand exceeds suppl% by one ASN 130 on day, 3 then over that three d:,

period thcre was a shortage of three ASN'IS0s for twenty-four hours. In this model thut

is equivalent to being short one .\SN 130 for seventy-two hours. SCI P time (Iii day s) is

the sum of all the daily shortaees of ASN I lOs. -lhe following mathematical modc, de-
scribes this SCIR time.

SCIR = ,'Shoria-ci (4.1t
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S/i'r0t =)It' demald, _ int'nloni, 4- rcpUir.

sh/u rla- (dctni(:d - ill'. CUil -t P.f. rcp ) If' killt, > inl ivenl: -or (. p i+

lDcniand, Min enor% and repair Lire Ii units of' A SN I Ss. Daill shiortag'e is Ii units, W

ASN I So davs. SC(1 P.s thle sumn of' shortage over n da~s. It canl also be viewed as tilec

nailbr of)I days that thc sulp.% dcpairticiit is short one AS\ 130.

D. ASSUMdPTIONS

D)emands for ASN I 30s. repair of ASM 30Ss and tile quantity of ASN 1 30s In supplN

chnecontinluously throui.hl time. If owever, tile d., ta used In this thesis only provided

the quantity demanded and qutiantit% repaired of- ASN I 30s for each juliaii date. 'Ilhis

micans that there is no inf"ormation onl the time of' day these f'ailures or repairs occurred.
Alho% a, fai t r cni eliy cura n time dlurina tile day In tis

a faii.,orrepairca.ilrtiN Ourt
mnodel it is assumned thatt tIie% occur at tile samel time of da x,.

'li slimulation mlodc:l ix Iinf1lueced~ b% sc crail ' ariabies. If these \ariables it knownj

dIstributions thle s 1mul1atio prcs willI 01 _OCS %1 be 5iillified" K iowI distribut16ins ha ye CLa S11

cal.ctilatcdf meanrs an-' \aliai LCeS. Ihe den sli luiiletion can, be ealsily describedc~ malth-

LILL nja 1 and roe cammedc.

11,e dema"nd is the nluimber of':ASN I S(s desired by the squadron each day to repnic

the ones mat ilailed. Dail\, demand' is C, Lia to themubr fANSl htfalde thlat

jc llas is an liltcer ~aibev.it a dis.crete prob-abilit'y distibut,1ion. I11C TA I is als o
at, nter\rae ihlaadiceepobil t\ distribui on. \\henl anl A.S\ I S)i

ia edInto tile I NIA :It is eitlier repaired or 13(.'NI d. [he variable BC.NI alohas a

111sLrctC d~ "Ir ib tin

'I he distr ha t:1I s a sSUIun 1ed1-o use inl tis Model are:

1. Di\ dciar:idi Cf the f\NI iits a iceametric: d Istribtmon.

2. F 1 l f t:le .. SN 13) for theC I NIA fits a eC11cmeticL distribution

3. BCN I fitLs at bernoull.i distribuLtl.in with the probability of 0.025 thiat anl .. SN l"0 %\Ill

be LlNII aftr indJuctLiOI ItO thle INIA.

-1 heir, Nalidity w~ill be disc:ussed Ii tile next section. Other assumiptiulls used inl the sli 1-

ela.tion model aire:

1.After anl ASN 151 is BICNI'd its replaceiient is returneo 1romn tile depot and ad.

to the peel I() days lute

2. Failures Of \SN I S(1s occur at the same time if' more than oine occturs onl alvl\v

Repairs Of AS-\ I 3S Occur at the samec time if' nore than One occurs onl ain das



4. All repairs for that day are put in stock before any demand for them occurs.

5. The number of ASN130s in VFA-125's part of the rotatable pool is three.

6. Repairs of.ASNl30s from other commands have no impact on the IMA's TAT.

7. The IM UTS has no effect on repair time.

S. The IMA did not have a shortage of manpower required to repair the ASN130.

E. VALIDATION
All statistics were computed by the statistical computer package Grafstat on the

IBM 3033 of the Naval Postgraduate School. Appendix A lists the failures (demands)

that occurred on a daily basis. There were 120 failures that occurred in the 245 days

between March and October 19S7 at VFA-125.
The first hypothesis concerning distributions was that demand for ASN 130s fits a

geometric distribution. A Chi-Square goodness of fit test was conducted. The hypothesis

would be rejected if the Chi-Square test statistic exceeds 5.Q9. This is based on a 95 -
confidence interval and two degrees of freedom. The test statistic for the data is I.5S'.

clearly less than 5,99. Therefore the hypothesis is accepted.

Table 3 provides the Chi-Square summary statistics. The mean and standard devi-
ation of the data as well as the fitted distribution are li,,cd. The Chi-Squarc value is
computed by sunming the test statistics for each interva'. he Chi-Square Goodness of

Fit Table lists the number of observed data values, the expected number of' values and
the test statistic for each rane of days. For example, there was zero demand for
ASN I30s 159 out of 2-15 dax s. .An exact fit of the 1eometric disribution would have zero

demand 164.45 out of 2-45 da\s. This difference contributes 0.1SI to the Chi-square test

statistic.

[he actual frequency of the number of failures was plotted ovcr the geometric dis-

tribution shown in [icure 3. The larest number of t'ilures observed on any da\x was

four.

There are two forms of the geometric distribution, They diff'r only in their range.

One form has a rane from zero to infinity as in the case of failure times. The other has

a range from one to infinity as in the case of TAT (there were no TATs less thin one

davi. Since the statistical package used could only evaluate geometric distributions with

ranges from zero to infinity a transformation, subtractine one day from each TAT value.

had to be performed on the TAT data to get it in the appropriate form for the hypothesis

test. There were 120 TATs in the data set, six of which were estimated. Ihis was dis-

cussed in the preceding chapter. The statistical analysis was done on the 114 TATs wvhich
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Table 3. CI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT TEST OF THE CEONMETRIC
DISTRIBUTION FOR DA-ILY FAILURES OF' IHE AS.N 130

DATA FIT FAILURES (number of failures per day)

DATA FITTrED GOODNESS OF FIT
MEAN 0.4894 0.4898
STD DEV 0.7925 0.8542 CHIl-SQUARE : 1.580

DEG FREED: 2

CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT TABLE

LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED TEST STATISTIC
-INF. 0. 5 159 164.45 0. 181
0.5 1.5 62 54.07 1.164
1.5 2.5 16 17. 77 0.177
2.5 +INF. 8 8.71 0.057

TOTAL 2145 245 1.580

had known values. To validate the second assumnption the following hvpotlicsis Was

forniulated:, that the ad.justed T.Tis a random- variable fromi a geomcetric distributicin.

The hypothesis wvould be rejected if' the Chi-Square statistic is greater than IS. 31. Tlils
is based ci, a 95". cordidenc Interval and 10 dcrees of freedoml. The comiplad Chi1-

Square statistic of 4,567 is less than 1S5.31 so the hyxpothesis is accepted. Table 11 prc-

sents the results of' the goodness of fit test. Thle transformed data TAT - I is shown

plotted against the fitted gQeom-etric distribution as shown in Figure 4. The largest 1\

- I value observed was 26 dziys.

Of the 120 uinits that were repaired, three of themi were 13CM 'd. Therefore the

probability of a wit being 13CM 'd was assumed to be 0.02521. A Bernoulli distribution

is appropriate for a randomi variable which can take on only two possiblC VUalIcS. Z\1

ASN 130 is either repaired or 13CM 'd and thuIs can be considered to be a Bernoulli ran-

Joam variable.

On the average, 30 days after an ASN '130 was 13CM 'd its replacement arrived. TIls

.led to be constant due to the lack of data available to determilne what type of

ribution the replacemient time would have lit.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Fitted Geometric Distribution With the Data for the

Daily Number of Failures of the ASN 130; N = 245

It is estimated that VFA-125's share of the ASNI30s in the rotatable pool is three.

The actual stock allowance for the entire air station is 11 ASN I Os. This is shared

among all of the squadrons according to Navy policy for AVCAL covering several
squadrons. No private pool truely exists.

To test the assumption that VFA-125's baseline stock level was three actual de-

mands, TATs, and BC.Ms were used. The last column in Appendix A lists the inventory

of ASN130s based on this assuilption. Starting on February 2S, 1987, with an inventory

level of zero, three ASNI30s were added to inventory during the next three days when

they came out of repair. For every ASNI 30 short for a day. one day (24 hours) of SCIR

time accumulated for that month. This was done every day from March 1 to to October

22)



Table 4. CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT TEST OF THE GEOMETRIC
DISTRIBUTION FOR TAT - I DAYS OF TIE ASN130

DATA FITTED TAT - 1 (Turnaround Time - 1)

SAMPLE FITTED GOODNESS OF FIT
MEAN 3. 386 3. 386
STD DEV : 4.134 3.854 CHI-SQUARE 5.410

DEG FREED: 10

CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT TABLE

LOWER UPPER OBSERVED EXPECTED TEST STATISTIC
-:,i . 0.5 23 2.992 0. 38
0.5 1.5 16 20. 066 0.824
1.5 2.5 15 15.491 0.016
2.5 3.5 11 I1.959 0.077
3.5 4.5 13 9.232 1.538
4.5 5.5 9 7.127 0.492
5.5 6.5 5 5.502 0.046
6.5 7.5 3 4.248 0.367
7.5 8.5 2 3.279 0.499
8.5 10.5 6 4.486 0.511

10.5 13.5 2 3.573 0.692
13.5 +INF. 3 3.045 0.000
TOTAL 114 114 5.410

31. The predicted SCIR tiine in hours) is listed along with the actual SCIR time in

Table 5.

Over eight months 2124 hours of SCI R time were recorded. usinig the assumption

that the starting inventory of AS\ I3s was three. 2112 hours of SCIR time was pre-

dicted by the model. The model predictions worsened as starting inventory levels devi-

ated from three ASN1I 30s. I fthe starting inventory was four ASNI 30s the model would

have predicted 1296 SCIR hours. If the starting inventory were two ASN130s the niodel

would have predicted -.14S SCIR hours.

A plot was made of the predicted SCIR P hours against the actual SC1R hours to

further test the validity ofassunng VFA 130's initial stock level was three. A plot of the

predicted SCIR hours and the actual SCIR hours would lie along a straight line having
a slope of one and pasing through the origin if the assumption were completely alid.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Fitted Geometric Distribution with the Data for the

TAT - 1 Days of the ASN 130; N = 114

This plot did not form a perfect fit so a least squares straight line was used. The statistics

for fit of the model and the data are surmnarized in Table 6.

A plot of the predicted SCIR hours and the data SCIR hours with the least qquares

line is shown in Figure 5. The graph shows the data SCIR houis plotted against the

predicted SCIR hours have a linear relationship. The coefficients portion of the table

show a Y intercept occurs at 3.206 and the slope of the fitted line is equal to 0.99-4. The

R-squared value of .9734 indicates a high correlation between the predicted SCIR and

the actual SCIR hours.
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Table 5. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED SCIR TO ACTUAL SCIR HOURS

Month Predicted Actual Month Predicted Actual
SCIR SCIR SCIR SCIR

March 576 583. 1 July 168 171.5
April 408 449.8 August 384 324.5
May 264 257.4 September 48 43.7
June 168 194.3 October 96 99.7

F. COMPUTER SIMULATION

A computer simulation w as written in -1 urbo Basic version 1.0 as the model and run

on an IBY1 XT compatable. This was done in order to test the parameters of the model

and their impact on SCIR hours.

The random number generator used in Basic generates a uniform random number

between 0 and 1. The seed to start the random number generator was input from the

computer's internal timer. Each random variable value that was used in the simuiation

was cenerated from a different uniform random number from this generator. Using

transf'ormations found in Ross, [Ref. 6: p. 455] the uniform random variables were

converted to the appropriate ceometric random variables.

The number of daily failures of ASNI 30s was modeled as a geometric random vari-

able with parameter p = 0.4S9- (p is the probability of at least one failure on aiiy day).

Using a geometric dist ibution to model ASNIS0 failures had one shortal1. Observations

of the real data revealed that no more than four ASN I 30s failed on any given day. Since

the geometric distribution could theoretically generate more than four failures on aryN

day a transformation had to be made to simulate the actual failure data. If the computer

generated four failures on any given day four failures and demands were placed on the

supply system. If the computer generated five failures on any given day this was reduced

to three. If the computer generated more than five failures on any given day that number

was reduced to four. The transformed failure data fiom the simulation was almost iden-

tica' : the Chi-Squared statistics of the original data. This redistribution only occurred

3%o of the time.

Why were no more than four failures observed in the data on any given day? The

specific reason is not known but there may be other mechanisms operating that put a
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Table 6. STATISTICS FOR THE LEAST SQUARES FIT OF TIlE LINE RE-
LATING PREDICTED AND ACTUAL SCIR HOURS

COEFFICIENTS

8 OBSERVATIONS R-SQUARED = 0.9734
2 VARIABLES

0.95 CONFIDENCE LIMITS
COEF ESTIMATE SIG LEVEL LOWER UPPER
INTERCEPT 3. 206 8. 836E-1 -48.18 54.59
MODEL 0. 994 5. 940E-6 0.83 1. 16

cap on the number of failures on a given day. For example, if maintenance control

notices a high failure rate of ASN130s on any day they might change the order of

business to respond to this or it may simply be unique to this sample of 245 days.

Because the simulation model was designed for conducting sensitivity analysis, the

user was prompted for an average TAT Which was converted to the parameter p (recip-

rocal of the average TAT) where p is the probability of a repair being finished on that

day. To comply with assumption number four any repairs completed on a given day were

added to the pool level from the previous day before filling any demands.

After an ASNI30 went through a repair cycle (completed its TAT) it was BCM'd

with probability 0.02521. If BCM d its replacement was added to the pool 30 days later.

The simulation model also prompts the user for initial stock allowance. Initially a

stock level of three was entered to correspond to assumption number five.

The simulation was allowed to run for 30 days before any data was collected. 1 his

was done to allow the model to reach equilibrium.

All of the random numbers that were generated as well as the daily failures, TATs,

daily repairs and daily inventory levels were stored in arrays. This allowed for some of

the parameters to be held constant while a sensitivity analysis was conducted on another

parameter. For example, if variations in TAT were being examined the same demands

and initial stock level were used for each TAT value. During each run in which the effcct

of increasing the stock level was being examined the same demands and I-ATs were used

for each level. This was done for an increase in the pool of one, two and three ASNI3Os.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Predicted SCIR Hours To Actual SCIR Hours

Appendix E has a sample computer output for the last 30 days of the simulation of run

number five.

Statistics were computed for each month as well as for the entire 8-month run. The

information was then either displayed on the screen or sent to the printer. The monthly

summary included total number of failures, average TAT, SCIR days for the month.

average TAT for the month and reduction in SCI R days as a result of having the starting

pool level by one, two and three ASN130s. The eight-month run summary also included

average TAT, total SCIR days, number of BCNls, and reduction in SCIR days due to

one, two and three ASN I 30s in the starting pool. Over an eight month run the number

of SCIR hours that occurred were large. SCIR hours were converted to SCIR days to

reduce the scale. Twenty-four SCIR hours comprised one SCIR day.
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This chapter discussed number of daily failures, TATs, BCM rate and stock level as
inputs to the model for this thesis. Cannibalizations and the IMUTS bench A, were not
included as variables in the model. The simulation model was chosen as being the most
useful after considering both a multiple regression and a probabilistic model. The next
chapter will discuss the sensitivity analyses conducted using the simulation model.
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V. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A. RESULTS

Data was collected fbr 90 eight-month runs. Each run took about live seconds on a
personal computer. The average TAT was varied from one to nine days in steps of 0.5
days. Data was collected at each of these TATs. Data was also collected for the average
TAT of 4.35 days, the averace for the actual data, to compare the simulation rcrults with
the real world data. Five simulation runs for each TAT were collected. An average value
for each data point was computed and plotted. Appendix F has a listing of the output
of each computer run. Figure 6 plots the average SCIR against its corresponding TAT
value for four different starting levels of inventory. The curve marked normal in the
legend was obtained ftom the computer simulations using a startin g inventory of three
ASNI 3Us. The curve marked Up 1 in the legend was obtained from the 1' mputer simu-

lations which used a startine inventory of four ASN130s. Curves marked Up 2 and Up

3 were obtained from computer simulations starting with five and six ASN130s, respec-

tivelv.

The curves in Figure 6 show a nonlinear growth in SCIR. time as IAT incrcases.
"Ihis implies that a change in TAT fi-om fbur to three days will not produce the san
reduction in SCIIR time as a change in TAT of six to live days. This could be importa;it
to a decision maker in dcciding if a reduction in SCIR time were worth the cost associ-
ated with a reduction in 'AT.

From Nlar h to October 1988, VFA-125 reported 2124 SCIR hours (88.5 SCIR
davs for the ASNl130. During that same time the average TAT ofASNI 30s at the IIA
was 4.39 days. lhe computer simulation predicted an average SCI R time of 89.2 days
over cight months with an average TAT of 4.35 days.

Reduction of SCIR hours can be achieved in two ways, reduction of TAT or in-
crease initial stock level. I hey arc not directly proportional approaches. The simulation
predicts reduction of SCIR days from 90 to 40 bv increasing starting inventory of
ASNI30s by one at 4.35 days average TAT. lhis same reduction in SCIR can be
achieved by maintaining the initial stock level of three ASNI30s and reducing the TAI
from 4.35 days to about 3.1 days. The question facing the decision maker is whether it
is cheaper to reduce TAT or increase the pool level. The decision maker is also faced
with the question of how much redo. i11 SCIR hours is worth.
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and Stock Levels

B. COST ANALYSIS

The cost of spare parts must be addiessed before any conclusions are reached,

whether it is b -cr to change12 the leVel of NVIF\s stocked or the value of TAVI for the

same reduction in SCIR supply hours. SCIR time can be reduced by Increasing the In-

itial stock level or by reducing: TAT. By initial],, increcasing the WVIL, by one at a cost

of Sl 1S.000 the SCIR time would be reduced fr -m S9.2 to 38.S days. This was obtained

from I wure 6 using an average "1 .,V- of 4.35 da\ A, similar reduction in SC I R time Lan

be achieved by reducing the TATI without increasing the WRA allowance. A reduction

in TAT from 4.35 to 3.6 would reduce SCIR time from S9.2 to 55 days. T*his reduction

in TAT could be achieved by reducing ANVP to one day. Table 2 on page 14 in1dicates
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that of 114 ASNI30s (WRAs) processed only 36 required parts (SRAs). Thercfbre in-

creasing the WR,\s stocked will have an affect on SCIR hours 1002o of the time vhile

increasine the SR-\s will have an affect on SCIR hours 12'o of the time. Additionaliv.

using Table 2. if the AWP time could be reduced from its current average of 3.6 days to

one day by having a large st',,ply of SRAs the TAT of the WN\R would be reduced from

4.4 to 3.6 davs. In other words, the best TAT one could obtain by reducing AWP to its

minimum is 3.6 days.

How much would it cost to reduce the averace A\VP time to one day is the only

question remaining in this example. An accurate answer would require a complicated

analysis by itself but a rough estimate will be attempted here. Eighty percent of the

failures of the ASNI3Os are caused by the SR.-% called the platform assembly, part

number S54100-5. This SR-A cannot be repaired by the IMA and is automatically

BCMNd. The cost to repair the platform assembly is S14.400. To increase the pool level

of that part by one unit would cost 546.SU). It would not be difllcult to spend morC th2 .n

SI IS.000 by increasing the allowance quantity of the platform assembly by three and

also increatsing the allowances of some of ihc other SRAs that fail frequently. Appendix

C lists the cost information and allowance levels of the ASN 130 and its S IL,\s.

A\nother possible way to reduce IAT would be by a reduci~on ir processing time

(PRO). That is the time between discovery of'the failed component and its induction into

A.NSU. If" PRO time were no longer than one day. the average A f that was observed

in the data could be reduced from 4.4 to 3.4 days. This could be done at a low cost tw

education or increasing the hours for parts turn in at the supply department. Often the

maintenance technician is not avare of the relationship that exists between his tt mnne

in a broken part in an expeditious manner and the part's TAT. The exact cost to rcdU1e

PRO time is not known but it is like!% to be less than the cost of-reducing .A\ \VP timc.

The expected payoff should be the same.



VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

A. SUMMARY

The following objectives were addressed.

" Determine the major contributors towards aircraft readiness within the scope of
this thesis.

" Develop a model that predicts the impact of aircraft readiness within the scope of
this thesis.

" Perform a sensitivity analysis on the major contributors to determine the weight
each has on aircraft readiness.

Those objectives were addressed in the scope of looking at only the supply system and

IMA's impact on aircraft readiness. SCIR supply hours were used as the YIMO to define

aircraft readiness since SCI R time was recorded for a specific component oat of'steck.

This thesis looked at the ASNI30. which is the Inertial Navigation Systcm for the

F A-IS and the impact of the supply stock levels and the I.MA TAT for the ASNI 3fi.

The ,\SN1 30 was selected because of its high failure rate and NMC effect on the F A-I S

when it does fail.

A description of how the real world systeln worked was given in Chapter II. Chwptcr

III discussed the origin of the data and how it was processed. Chapter I%* presented the

simulation model formulation. It was noted that SCIR. supply hours accumudlted al.x-

time the demand for ASN I 3()s exceeded the current pool inventory plus any ASN I3(s

that might have beer- repaired in the I IA that day. The results of the sensitiLItx ari-

lvses on "IAT and initial stock levcl of the rotatable pool were presentcd in Chapter V.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The followine conclusions were reached in this thesis. These are ASNI3() speci!c.

" The availability of the I \ [iIS test bench at the I MA had no eff-ct on the TAT
as long as at least one bench was available. No conclusions can be made on both
test benches being down since this did not occur during March to October 19S-1 at
NAS nemoore

SSCII R supply hours wcre related to demand. TAT, the rotatable pool's stock level
and B(CNI ratc.

" To reduce SCIR supply hours, increasing the rotatable pool's stock level of
ASNI30s (VRJ;A appears more cost cllctive than achieving the same SCIR re-
duction by reducing AVP time by incicasing the nuimber of SR ,Rs.

" A simulation modcl appears to be the best approach for this type of analysis.
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* I]his inodcl can be used Obr other \VliCs, however the factors afl.ketine SUI1R timei
may Nary. l'r example. the test bcnch nonav\ailabilitv may LNcrasc repair tlrllc
sicni i cant I.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made as a result of tlic analyses in) this thesis.

" A model based on demiands,. Such as the one developed in this thesis, should be
considered by ASO and NA VA IR to test spares polic:ies and their imipact on air-
craft readiness. A1 model of ths type would also be helpful in miiiniizing costs of'
spares while mneeting some acceptable upper bound Onl SCI R SLIupb hours. The
current AVCAL model is deigned to only measure the probability a part will be
inl stock when needed.

" [h le aviation conimunity should develop a progranm of' education on what f'actors
are influencing shortages of spare parts Some of these factors Icud processing
time (the tim between failure of' the component and turning it in to the supply
depalrtinenl,, and A \Vl timle. Thlis would allow maintenance Personnel to undci -

S"Ind1 tlc lx p they have Onl aireralt readiness.

" Reduction of Prcen e time in a low cost alternaitive which should i peeair-
craft readinews Lduca non of maintenance personnel and increasin. u the hlours tiac
rotatable p ool is open could help make ths possible.

St';! ady011 s1oaT beontinued to improve tihe knowledge of factors that AMc S(:11 R

time. Other areas to be considered w ould include studving the maintenance OF tWC

.. S\ 1 30 on airral oF sm1 adrwrns deploed on an aircraft carrier For comparison to this

sttd'e 'a lic considered a share-based nyladroil. Other F I-1S systmls should bie stud

tidenftil imac thtother fact ors sulch aS test becMh availabiit% Could ha se C11

SCjl R tLime. I ial.ecd~etile daiiv stocI(k I;ein the rota table pool would be hp: a

in: ure studies, to aidl in validation o thedi simulationl.
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APPENDIX A. DAILY DEMAND AND REPAIR DATA

The following data is a reconstruction of the number of failures and repairs on each

day from VFA-125 and the IMA's MDR reports. TAT noted in ( ) was incomplete. In

those cases the TAT was estimated from the average monthly TAT. An z after the TAT

means that ASN130 was BCM'd at the end of its TAT. Its replacement will show up in

inventory 30 days after the BCM date. The estimated inventory level available to

VFA-125 on February 28 was 0. There were 3 ASNI3')s in the process of being repaired

which were added to the inventory at the completion of their TAT. The inventory is es-

timated by adding any repairs of the day to the previous' days inventory then subtra,tirg

any demands that may occur during that day. A negative inventory denotes an accu-

mulation ofSCIR supply hours. This is where demand (failures) exceed supply (repairs

+ the prcvious days inventory level. A BCNI l Replaced appcarhi to the right of the

estimated inventory indicates that the replacement for tie ASN 130 which was BCNI d

has been added to the inventory.
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March
Estimated

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory
1 0 1 1
2 2 9,10 0 -1
3 1 2 2 0
4 1 4 0 -1
5 0 1 0
6 1 (6) 0 -1
7 0 0 -1
8 1 1 1 -1

9 0 1 0
10 0 0 0
11 2 1,2 1 -1
12 u 3 2
13 0 1 3
14 0 0 3
15 0 0 3
16 0 0 3
17 0 0 3
18 2 5,6 0 1
19 1 5 0 0
20 0 1 1
21 0 0 1
22 0 0 1
23 2 3,3 1 0
24 2 2,5 2 0
23 3 1,6,27 0 -3

26 4 2,2,3,7 4 -3
27 1 4 0 -4
28 1 1 2 -3
29 0 3 0
30 3 3,3,3 0 -3
31 1 3 2 -2

28 Failures 25 Repairs

24 SClR days (estimated)
576 SCIR hours (estimated)
583.1 SCIR hours (actual)
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April Estimat_4

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory

1 2 1,1 0 -4
2 2 1,5 6 0
3 1 4 1 0
4 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 2 2
8 0 0 2

9 4 4,5,(5),10 0 -2

10 0 0 -2

1i 0 0 -2

12 0 0 -2

13 1 7 1 -2

14 0 2 0

15 0 0 0

16 0 0 0

17 0 0 0

18 1 4 0 -1

19 1 6 1 -1

20 1 3 1 -1

21 0 1 0

22 0 1 1

23 1 5 1 1

24 0 0 1

25 0 1 2

26 0 0 2

27 1 2 0 1

28 0 1 2
29 1 7 1
30 1 3 0 1

17 Failures 20 Repairs

17 SCIR days (estimated)
408 SCIR hours (estimated)
449.8 SCIR hours (actual)
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May
Estimated

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory

1 1 3 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 1 1
4 0 1 2
5 1 10 0 1
6 1 5 1 1
7 1 11 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0

10 0 0 0
11 1 5 1 0
12 0 0 0
13 3 1,1,8 0 -3
14 1 4 1 -3
15 1 7 2 -2
16 0 1 -1
17 0 0 -1
13 0 2 1
19 0 0 1
20 2 1,9 0 -1
21 0 2 1
22 0 1 2
23 0 0 2
24 0 0 2
25 0 0 2
26 1 - 0 1
27 1 2 0 0
28 0 1 1
29 0 2 3
30 0 0 3
31 0 0 3

14 Failures 16 Repairs

11 SCIR days (estimated)
264 SC!R hours (estimated)
257.4 SCIR hours (actual)
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June
Estimated

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory

1 1 8 0 2

2 1 14 0 1

3 0 0 1

4 1 4 0 0

5 1 6 0 -1

6 0 0 -1

7 0 0 -1

8 2 1,2 1 -2

9 0 2 0

10 0 1 1

11 0 1 2

12 0 0 2

13 0 0 2

14 0 0 2

15 0 0 2

16 0 1 3

17 0 0 3

18 1 4 0 2

19 1 8 0 1

20 0 0 1
21 0 0 1

22 1 1 1 i

23 0 1 2

24 1 6 0 1
25 0 0 1

26 2 3,17 0 -1

27 0 1 0

98 1 2 0 -2

29 0 0 0

30 0 2 2

13 Failures 11 Repairs

7 SCIR days (estimated)
168 SCIR hours (estimated)
194.3 SCIR hours (actual)
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July
Estimated

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory

1 0 0 2
2 1 21@ 0 1
3 0 0 1
4 0 0 1
5 0 0 1
6 0 0 1
7 0 0 1
8 0 0 1
9 0 0 1
10 1 5 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 1 1
14 3 2,6,6 0 -2
15 0 1 -1
16 1 4 1 -1
17 0 0 -1
18 0 0 -1
19 0 0 -1
20 0 3 2
21 1 1 0 1
22 0 1 2
23 0 0 2
24 1 3 0 1
25 0 0 1
26 1 10@ 0 0
27 1 1 1 0
8 0 1 1

29 1 5 0 0
30 0 0 0
31 C 0 0

11 Failures 9 Repairs

7 SCIR days (estimated)
168 SCIR hours (esLimated)
171.5 SCIR hours (actual)
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August

EstimatedDay Demands TAT Repairs Inventory
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 1 14 0 0 1
5 1 1 0 06 1 (2) 1 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 1 1
9 2 1,3 0 -110 0 1 0

11 0 0 0
12 1 1 1 0
13 0 1 1
14 0 0 1
15 0 0 1
16 0 0 1
17 0 0 1
18 1 1 0 0
19 3 (2),2,4 1
20 2 1,5 0 -421 1 5 3 -1 (BCM Replaced)
2 2 0 0 -123 0 1 0
24 0 0 0
25 1 1 1 0
26 3 1,(2),5 1 -2
27 1 4 1 -228 0 1 -1
29 0 0 -I
30 0 0 -1
31 0 2 1

17 Failures 17 Repairs

16 SCIR days (estimated)
384 SCIR hours (estimated)
324.5 SCIR hours (actual)
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September
Estimated

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory

1 1 3 0 0
2 1 6 0 -1
3 0 0 -1
4 0 1 0
5 0 0 1 (BCM Replaced)

6 0 0 2
7 0 0 2
8 0 0 2
9 0 0 2

10 0 0 2
11 0 0 2
12 0 0 2

13 0 0 2
14 1 2 0 1
15 0 0 1
16 2 1,1 1 0
17 1 1 2 1
18 0 1 2
19 0 0 2
20 1 1 0 1
21 0 1 2
22 0 0 2
23 0 0 3 (BCM Replaced)
2-4 0 0 3
25 1 (2) 0 2
26 0 0 2
27 0 1 3
28 0 0 3
29 0 0 3
30 0 0 3

8 Failures 8 Repairs

2 SCIR days (estimated)
48 SCIR hours (estimated)
43.7 SCIR hours (actual)
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October
Estimated

Day Demands TAT Repairs Inventory

1 0 0 3
2 0 0 3
3 0 0 3
4 2 1,2 0 1
5 0 1 2
6 0 1 3
7 1 6 0 2
8 1 1 0 1
9 0 1 2

10 0 0 2
11 0 0 2
12 0 0 2
13 0 1 3
14 0 0 3
15 0 0 3
16 1 2 0 2
17 0 0 2
18 0 1 3
19 C 0 3
20 0 0 3
21 0 0 3
22 2 7,14 0 1
23 2 1,10 0 -1
24 0 1 0
25 0 0 0
26 0 0 0
27 1 1 0 -1
28 0 1 0
29 1 3 1 0
30 1 2 0 -1
31 0 0 -1

12 Failures 8 Repairs

4 SCIR days (estimated)
96 SCIR hours (estimated)
99.7 SCIR hours (actual)
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APPENDIX B. IMUTS AVAILABILITY AND REPAIR TIME

The following data was collected to compare IMUTS availability to the average re-

pair time on a weekly basis. The two IMUTS test benches were available a total of 2Sf

hours a week. During two periods the IMUTS was down for AWP.

Week of IMUTS IMUTS Average
hours down Availability Repair time (days)

March 87
2-8 6 97.9 1.0
9-15 6 97.9 1.5
16-22 0 100.0 0
23-29 0 100.0 1.3
April 87
30-5 6 97.9 1. 3
6-12 6 97.9 1.8
13-19 0 100.0 1.7

20-26 0 100.0 1.3
27-3 0 100.0 1.3
May 87
4-10 0 100.0 1.0
11-17 140 50.0 3.0
18-24 96 67.5 1.5
25-31 0 100.0 1.3
June 87
1-7 0 100.0 2.0
8-14 0 100.0 1.5
15-21 0 1(0.0 2.5
22-28 0 100.0 1.0
July 87
29- 0 100.0 1.0
6-12 0 100.0 1.0
13-19 0 100. 0 4.
20-26 0 100.0 1. 0
'7 -2 0 100.0 0
August 87
3-9 6 97.9 0
10-16 6 97.9 1.0
17-23 0 100.0 1.5
24-30 0 100.0 1. 3
September 87
31-6 0 100.0 1.0
7-13 72 74.3 1.0
14-20 96 65. 7 1. 0
21 0 100.0 0

October 87
28-4 0 100.0 0
5-11 0 100.0 1.5
12-18 0 100.0 1.0
19-25 0 100.0 0
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APPENDIX C. ASO COST INFORMATION

The part number, unit cost to purchase a new unit. the BC%1 cost which is the cost

to repair the unit and the number of units NAS Lemoore is allowed are listed below.

The number of units used in repair of the WlR, are listed under Number Used. This was

the number used over a five-month period.

PART NUMBER UNIT COST BCM COST ALLOWANCE Number
WRA Used

8709010-1 118,000 14,400 11

SEA
879140-1 6,104 5,060 1 0
874366-5 8,821 2,690 1 0
879135-1 11,273 6,240 1 4
879100-1 2,584 2,520 2 0
874960-6 8,823 5,470 1 1
879090-2 2,207 2,140 1 0
879085-3 4,203 4,090 1 1
874903-2 10,757 3,240 1 0
874859-4 10,640 2,600 1 0
879060-4 3,365 2,610 0 0
879070-5 5,20S 7,380 0 0
879120-2 6,433 6,260 0 0
854100-5 46,809 14 ,40o 9 26
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APPENDIX D. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The following is a listin of' the Iurbo Basic program for the simulation model. It

was run on an IBM XT compatabic computer.

Programer: Chris Hase Date: Feb 1988

* Language: Turbo Basic Version 1.0 *

This program is a simulation that emulates failures of
components, their induction into a repair center and then
their return to inventory to be used again.
The turn around tine (TAT) is also a geometric random

variable. A bernoulli random variable is used in
deciding if a component is BC1'd. If the component is
not in stock then SCIR days accumulate until an item is
repaired and returned to inventory.

T nput parameters: initial stock level

TAT

Output Number of failures for the month (Failures)
Monthly failure rate (Failure rate)

* onthly average TAT (Ave TAT)
SMonthly SCIR days (M SCIR)
"Yonthly SClR reduction due to 1 more in stock (SCIREi ,

1onthi SCiR redaction due to 2 more in stock (SCILED2)

M Monthliv SCIR reduction due to 3 more in stock (SCIFEP3)
8 M1onth Average ]AT (Ave TATh
8 Month Total SCIR Days (Total SCIR Days)
8 Month Total BCMs (Total BC s)
8 '1onth SCIR reduction due to 1 more in stock (Pool up 1)

* 8 M'ionth SC!R reduction due to 2 more in stock (Pool up 2
8 Month SCiR reduction due to 3 more in stock (Pool up 3)

* . Dimensioning Arrays

DIM randomno! (450)
DIM randomnol!(450)
$DYNA:'IC
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DIM inventory%(450)
LIM repairs%(450)
OPTION BASE 1
DIM daydemand%( 450)
DIM bcm%(450)
DIM tato,(450)

Input initial stock level and average TAT

!NPLTf "Enter the initial stock level of the rotable pool ",dummy'.
INPUT "Enter the value for average TAT ", avetat!

p! = 1 / avetat!

inventory'0 (0) = dummy%
failrate! = 0.4894

Set random seed to computer's clock

RANDOMIZE TIMER

15 FOR I% = 1 to 45
randomno! (I?) = RND
u! = RND
IF u! < .02521 THEN bcm.(I%) I
IF u! > .02521 THEN bcm'o(I%) 0
randomn1o'(ll 01) = RND

NEXT 10

PRINT "
PRINT " Failures Repairs Inventory"

20 month% = 1
demandcount% = 0
counter. = 0
scircount% = 0
pooluplo = ,
poolup2% = 0
poolup3% = 0
totalpoolupl% = 0
totalpoolup2'o = 0
totaluoolup3. = 0
monthcounto = 0
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tmonthtat% = 0
monthfail 0  0

'lain loop for total number of days

FOR dav% 1 to 270
dummyl%. = INT(LOG(randomrio! (day0

0 )) /LOG (1-fairate! )
IF dimu 1 = P 4 TEEN dunmml -

IF du1,rr\ 10 > 4 THEN dumrn\ v10 3
daydeaiin'u (day0

0 ) =dummni 0
month fail' 0 moithfail a + dui.iny10,
counter*,0  ccunter'. +

'F dov'mand0 -(dav'.) 0 THEN~ GOTO 30
J', to davdeman -. dav0

0 )
.I Icoun--', = detnanuicounzi' + 1

counter 0 couniter 0 + 1
tat0 (deando'r:") INT( LOG( randomniol! (demaiidcount'Y) / LOG(l-p! '))+I-

tniontihcaz) = tm-ont.htat0 -' + tat0 (demandcount'.)
IF =c>ontr0  1 T11EN

bCrrCounj1t, = ricn~count0 , + 1
IF bcmccuritt0 , > 4 25

ta-.0 Odemandcount 0 ) =tat0 0 (dcmandcount 0 ) + 310
23 END IF

NEXT J%
30 inventcorv 0 . co' inventor 0

0 ( day', - I )+rep airs'..' day0
0 ) -daydeniand. 0 ( day' >)

1F ine:cv 0  a 0 )< 0 AND d !v0  > 30 THN

b:-irccuInt so: rcouiit'. -t- clummv.v0

totalsoirnt. totalsLcirciit'. + dunmrm3 0 .

tot~oc~u ~ -tctalpooup
0

0 + 1
IF- dir.-:v, >= 2 TEN:

poolui)2o = pooludi%. + 1
tor.- lpoolup2?0  totalpoolup2 0 + I

END IF
IF dunmir3 0 >= 3 THEN

pooiup3'. = poolup30 . + 1
tctalpoolup3% = totalpoolup3'% + 1

END IF
END IF

Output
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PRINT " ;daydemand'%(day'%) " "; repairs%/(day%/) ,inventoryl(day%.)
IF monrhcount9% > 29 THEN

monthtat! = tmonithtat% / demandcount%
IF davt > 30 THEN grandavetat! = grandavetat! + monthtat!

PRINT USING " Failures =PIAve t a t u.I
monthfai l%,mronthtat!

PRINT USING "M SCIR days =#71/, SCIREDi ##P SUIRED2 ##/ SCIRED3 #11"t,;
scircount%.; poolupit; poolup2%; poolup '3

monthcount%, = 0
scircount%/. = 0
poolupl% = 0
poolup2% = 0
poolup3% = 0
tmonthtat' = 0
month%= montho + 1
monthfail% = 0
PRINT ""
PRINT "TAT"

FOR I% = 1 to demandcount%
PRINT tat%(Io);

NEXT 100
PRINT"

PRINT ''Failures Repairs Inventory"~
demandcounto = 0

END IF
INEXT day'.

PRINT USING "Ave TAT p~.h Total SCIR days =11,4 Total BCi's 11"
graildavetat! / (mornth%, - 2),totalscircnt% ,bcmcounrtO

PRINT U:SING "Pool up 1 = Jt; Pool. up 2 tP Pool up 3Th";
tot.alpooluplo; totalpoolup2%; totalpoolup3%'

PRINT"

Prompts to rerun program and change random numbers

INPUT "Do you wish to run this program again (y/n)? ", rerun$
runagaint = ASC(rerun$)
IF runagain'. 78 THEN GOTO 99
IF runagain't = 110 THEN GOTO 99
inventory%(0) = dlummvl'%

PRINT " "

INPUT "Do you wish to enter a new repair rate (y/n)? ", rerun2$
runagain2% = ASC(rervn25)
IF runagaixf 0 = 89 THEN
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INPUT "Enter the new value for average TAT ",avetat!
p!= 1 / avetat!

END I F
IF ru-negain2% = 121 THEN

INPUT "Enter the new value for average TAT ",avetat!
p!=1 / avetat!

END IF

FOR 1*%, = 1 to 450
repairs'%(I*0) = 0
inventoryO(I%0) = 0

NEXT I%

inventory'0(0) =dummy'%

bcncount'. 0
scircount%/O = 0
poolupl*O = 0
poolup2q. = 0
poolup3'0 = 0
totalscircnt 0  0
totalpoolupl% 0
totalpoolun2% = 0
totalpoo lup3', = 0
grandavetat! 0

INPUT "Do you wish to generate a new set of random numbers (y/n)? "

reruri4$
runagain4' 0 = ASC(reru 2 -S)
IF runagain4o. = 89 THEN COTO 15
IF runagain4% = 121 THEN COTO 15

GOTO 20

99 END
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APPENDIX E. SAMPLE COMPUTER OUTPUT

Thle following is a sample computer output for the last 30 days of a nine-month run.

Only statistics were kept for the last eight montlis. T his was done to allow thle demands.

repairs and inventory to reach a steady state before the statistics were computed. Th~e

columins list the number of failures, repairs and inventory level onl each day of thle

month. All months were 30 days long. Statistics computed for the month included

number of failures, failure rate, and average TAT. M SCI R days is the number of- units

whiere demand (f'ailures) exceeded supply (repairs). SCIREDI would be thle numnber of'

SCIR days that would be eliminated as a result of one more unit in the pool allowance

level. SCIRED2 and SCIRLD3 are the additional reductions in SCIR days as a result

of two and three more units in the pool allowance level. Statistics for the entireC eie'ht-

nionthis arc shown at thle end of this appendix and include average TAT, total SCIR

days. total 1BCN s and total SCI R reductions as a result onl one, two and three more

Units In the pool.
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Failures Repairs Inventory
0 0 2
3 0 -1
0 0 -1
1 3 1
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 2 3
0 0 3
1 0 2
0 0 2
0 0 2
0 0 2
0 0 2
0 0 2
3 0 -1
0 1 0
1 1 0
0 1 1
! 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 -1
1 1 -1

0 1 0
2 0 -2
0 0 -2
0 0 -2

Failures = 16 Ave TAT = 5.94
M SCIR days = 11 SCIREDI = 8 SCIRED2 = 3 SCIRED3 = 0

TAT For failed items this month
2 25 65 3 14 1 16 2 1 9 1 17 8 3

Statistics for the eight-month run

Ave TAT = 5.49 Total SCIR days = 137 Total BCMs = 1
Pool up 1 = 78 Pool up 2 = 35 Pool up 3 = 15
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APPENDIX F. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS

A run represents 144 monthly computer simulations that used the same average
failure rate as the original data. Only the TAT and inventory levels were adjusted.
SCIR is the number of days the ASN 30 was out of stock. Column Up I is the reduction

of SCIR days due to an increase of one ASN130 in the pool allowance. Columns tUp2
and Up3 are the additional reductions in SCIR days due to increases in the pool allow-
ance of two and three ASNI30s. Colunm SCIRI is the total SCIR days as a result of
increasing the pool allowance by one ASN130. Colunus SCIR2 and SCIR3 are the total
SCI R days as a result of increasing the pool allowance by two and three ASN I 30s.

Even after reaching a steady state after running 144 monthly computer simulations
there were slight variations in the average TAT as compared to the input value due to

variances caused by the geometric distribution. On the last page of thi appt di\. the
data is averaged fiom the fi e sets of runs. Column Ave TAI is the averagce T.A\T 11o
all five runs. Colunu: Ave S is the average SCIR days from those runs. Column rAVe SI

is the average SCIR davs from those five runs as a result of increasing the pool allo\%-
ance by one ASN130. Colun-s Ave S2 and Ave S3 are the averagce SCI R days from

those fixe runs as a result of increasing the pool allowance by two and three A\SNI3)s.
These values are plotted in Figure 6.

Run TAT SCIR Upl Up2 Up3 SCIR1 SCIR2 SCIR3

1 8.96 419 142 96 63 277 181 118
8.47 374 133 89 54 241 152 98
7. 99 328 123 76 50 205 129 79
7.49 292 1il 70 47 181 ill 64
6.99 249 97 61 43 152 91 48
6.52 216 88 56 36 128 72 36
6.03 180 76 51 28 104 53 25
5.5v 146 68 43 19 78 35 16
5.03 125 64 36 14 61 25 11
4.48 94 51 28 9 43 15 6
4.35 87 49 26 7 38 12 5
4.02 69 45 18 4 24 6 2
3.52 46 30 14 2 16 2 0
2.96 32 22 9 1 10 1 0
2.51 21 14 6 1 7 1 0

2.02 17 11 6 0 6 0 0
1.50 5 4 1 0 1 0 0
1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Run TAT SCIR Up1 Up2 Up3 SCIRI SCIR2 SCIR3

2 9.03 402 167 113 62 235 122 60
8.52 356 154 99 51 202 103 52
8.02 315 139 85 45 176 91 46
7.52 277 124 77 37 153 76 39
7.00 241 113 66 30 128 62 32
6.49 205 105 49 27 100 51 24
6.01 177 95 42 23 82 40 17
5.50 146 81 35 17 65 30 13
4.98 117 65 28 14 52 24 10
4.49 96 54 25 12 42 17 5
4.38 91 52 23 12 39 16 4
3.98 70 43 16 9 27 11 2
3.47 52 33 11 8 19 8 0
3.02 36 23 9 4 13 4 0
2.53 23 16 5 2 7 2 0
1.98 15 10 3 2 5 2 0
1.53 10 8 2 0 2 0 0
1.03 5 4 1 0 1 0 0

3 9.03 450 157 106 73 293 187 114
8.48 399 140 100 66 259 159 93
8.00 358 133 92 58 225 133 75
7. 52 318 122 87 49 196 109 60
6.97 274 112 74 41 162 88 47
6.49 238 99 69 34 139 70 36
6.03 208 93 60 29 115 55 26
5.50 176 85 53 24 91 38 14

19 14& 76 41 18 6l 27 9
4.51 115 60 36 14 55 19 5
4.34 106 56 32 13 50 18 5
3.98 67 48 26 9 39 13 4
3.50 67 38 21 6 29 8 2
3.01 47 31 11 3 16 5 2
2.47 34 21 9 3 13 4 1
1.97 17 12 4 1 5 1 0
1.53 11 9 1 1 2 1 0
1.00 4 4 0 0 0 0 0
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Run TAT SCIR Upl Up2 Up3 SCIRI SCIR2 SCIR3

4 8.99 358 150 95 51 208 113 62

8.52 319 138 85 44 181 96 52

7.97 276 124 74 36 152 78 42

7.48 243 110 68 31 133 65 34

6.97 210 101 58 27 109 51 24

6.48 183 92 46 22 91 45 23

6.00 153 81 36 20 72 36 16

5.51 127 67 32 14 60 28 14

4.97 101 57 24 12 44 20 8

4.52 85 48 22 10 37 15 5

4.37 78 45 20 9 33 13 4

4.01 66 40 16 7 26 10 3

3.47 43 28 10 5 15 5 0

2.96 28 19 7 2 9 2 0

2.48 16 13 3 0 3 0 0

1.98 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

1.50 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

1.02 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

5 9.02 433 169 110 69 264 154 85

8.55 389 157 100 61 232 132 71

8.03 341 148 88 53 193 105 52
7.51 300 140 75 48 16) 85 37
7. 03 256 127 65 37 129 64 27
6.52 212 110 55 28 102 47 19

5.97 176 94 44 24 82 38 14

5.49 137 73 35 15 59 24 9
5.01 115 67 31 11 48 17 6

4.47 90 55 24 8 35 11 3
4.33 84 50 24 8 34 10 2
3.98 64 40 15 7 24 9 2

3.53 47 32 9 4 15 6 2
3.02 34 23 8 2 11 3 1
2.52 21 14 5 1 7 2 1
1.96 12 7 4 1 5 1 0
1.47 4 4 0 0 0 0 0
1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Results From the Average of Five Runs

Ave TAT Ave S Ave Si Ave S2 Ave S3

9.0i 412.4 255.4 151.4 87.8
8.51 367.4 223.0 128.4 73.2

8.00 323.6 190. 2 107. 2 58.8

7.50 286.0 164.6 89.2 46.8

6.99 246.0 136.0 71.2 35.6

6. 50 210.8 112.0 57.0 27.6

6.01 178.8 91.0 44.4 19.6

5.50 146.4 70.6 31.0 13. 2

5.00 120.4 54.6 22.6 8.8

4.49 96.0 42.4 15.4 4.8

4.35 89.2 38.8 13.8 4.0

3.99 71.2 28.0 9.8 2.6

3.50 51.0 18.8 5.8 0.8

2.99 35.4 11.8 3.0 0.6

2.50 23.0 7.4 1.8 0.4

1.98 13.8 4.2 0.8 0.0

1.51 6.8 1.0 0.2 0.0

1.01 2.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
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